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METHOD FOR MEASURING IMAGE MOTION WITH SYNTHETIC SPECKLE

PATTERNS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATEDAPPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of US Provisional Application number

61/327,505, filed 23 April 2010, titled "METHOD FOR MEASURING ULTRASOUND

IMAGE MOTION WITH SYNTHETIC SPECKLE PATTERNS", which is incorporated in

its entirety by this reference.

[0002] This application is related to U.S. Patent Serial No. 11/781,212 filed on

20/07/2007 and entitled "Method of Tracking Speckle Displacement Between Two

Images", (2) U.S. Patent Serial No. 11/781,217 filed on 20/07/07 and entitled "Method

of Modifying Data Acquisition Parameters of an Ultrasound Device", (3) U.S. Patent

Serial No. 11/781,223 filed on 20/07/2007 and entitled "Method of Processing Spatial-

Temporal Data Processing", (4) U.S. Patent Serial No. 12/565,662 filed on 23/09/2009

and entitled "System and Method for Flexible Rate Processing of Ultrasound Data", (5)

U.S. Patent Serial No. 12/625,875 filed on 25/11/09 and entitled "Dynamic Ultrasound

Acquisition and Processing Using Object Motion Calculation", (6) U.S. Patent Serial No.

12/688,787 filed on 15/01/10 and entitled "System and Method for Tissue Motion

Measurement Using 3D Ultrasound", and (7) U.S. Patent Serial No. 12/625,885 filed on

25/11/09 and entitled "Dynamic Ultrasound Acquisition and Processing Using Object

Motion Calculation", which are all incorporated in their entirety by this reference.



TECHNICAL FIELD

[0003] This invention relates generally to the physiological motion processing

field, and more specifically to a new and useful method for measuring image motion

with synthetic speckle patterns in the physiological motion processing field.

BACKGROUND

[0004] Traditional ultrasound speckle tracking relies on pattern matching

algorithms to follow speckles. The speckles are produced from the interaction of the

ultrasound signal with tissue micro-structure. Local tissue displacement is calculated

through a series of image frames. If raw, radio-frequency (RF) data is used, the

ultrasound carrier signal can be used to provide highly accurate (sub-acoustic

wavelength) and robust displacement measurements due to the carrier frequency

property of RF data. However, there are many forms of ultrasound images and other

physiological imaging data that have no carrier information, like B-mode and magnitude

images. Tracking using non-carrier ultrasound data requires different methods than

established RF based tracking algorithms. Current algorithms for processing non-carrier

imaging data have poor performance and high computational demand. Thus, there is a

need in the physiological motion processing field to create a new and useful method for

measuring image motion with synthetic speckle patterns in the physiological motion

processing field. This invention provides such a new and useful method.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0005] FIGURE l is a schematic representation of a first preferred embodiment of

the invention;

[0006] FIGURE 2 is an exemplary representation of a first preferred embodiment

of the invention;

[0007] FIGURES 3-5 are a schematic representation of preferred embodiments of

the invention based on directional components of an ultrasound image;

[0008] FIGURE 6 is a schematic representation of a preferred embodiment with

preprocessing of the non-carrier data images;

[0009] FIGURE 7 is a detailed schematic representation of a variation with a

patterned image of first coordinate used to pattern an image of a second coordinate;

[0010] FIGURES 8A-8C is a schematic representation of multi-stage motion

tracking;

[001 1] FIGURES 9A and 9B is a schematic representation of multi-pattern

processing of non-carrier data images;

[0012] FIGURE 10 is a flowchart representation of a transformation of a

preferred embodiment of the invention; and

[0013] FIGURE 11 is a schematic representation of a particular machine that

implements a preferred embodiment of the invention.



DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0014] The following description of the preferred embodiments of the invention is

not intended to limit the invention to these preferred embodiments, but rather to enable

any person skilled in the art to make and use this invention.

[0015] As shown in FIGURE l , a method 100 of the preferred embodiment

includes collecting non-carrier data images S o, patterning the non-carrier data images

with an applied pattern S120, and processing the patterned non-carrier data images to

generate motion measurements (e.g., motion data images) S130. The method 100

functions to calculate tissue motion by inducing a synthetic (artificial) pattern on images

that lack such patterning. The method 100 is preferably defined by a transformation of a

plurality of non-carrier data images, representing position and structure of a biological

object(s), to motion images (i.e. a data image representing a motion measurement of the

tissue) generated from a carrier based technique. Tracking techniques of carrier based

data images care preferably used for motion tracking of patterned non-carrier data

images. RF motion tracking algorithms, such as speckle tracking, preferably rely on an

ultrasound carrier signal that can preferably be used to provide highly accurate (e.g.,

sub-acoustic wavelength) and robust measurements. The method preferably converts

images lacking a carrier signal to ones with a synthetic carrier (i.e., the pattern) such

that highly accurate and robust speckle tracking can be achieved. For example, non-

carrier ultrasound images such as B-mode and magnitude images can preferably be

patterned so that tracking algorithms for radio-frequency (RF) data can be used to



calculated tissue motion. The method can preferably be used on any suitable data such

as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data, cardiac computed tomography (CT) scans

or any suitable physiological data images (medical images) that could benefit from

motion tracking. The method 100 is preferably used on ultrasound data captured to

track the motion of tissue. The method 100 preferably enables 2D (two dimensional)

motion tracking but may alternatively be applied to any suitable application such as

partial 3D ultrasound data.

[001 6] Step S110, collecting non-carrier data images, functions to collect data that

lacks carrier information commonly found in RF data. The non-carrier data images are

preferably B-mode ultrasound images (shown in FIGURE 2), but may alternatively be

pulse magnitude images, RF magnitude images, MRI images, cardiac CT scans, and/or

any suitable format that lacks a carrier frequency. Non-carrier data images can

additionally be described as amplitude or intensity images. In the case of ultrasound,

the non-carrier images re preferably obtained by measuring a pulse envelope of a signal.

The data images may additionally be in a variety of formats. In one variation, the images

are scan converted wherein the pixels of the image correspond to object space. In

another variation, the images are acoustic beam formatted wherein the pixels of the

image correspond to imaging space such as angle, range, and/or location. The data

images preferably represent biological object or tissue motion such as data related to

heart tissue motion. The data images are preferably acquired with any suitable device

such as an ultrasound device, a CT scanner, and MRI machine. The device preferably



captures 2D images but may alternatively capture 3D images, partial volume 3D images

(i.e., 2.5 dimensional images), and/or any suitable type of data images.

[0017] Step S120, patterning the non-carrier data images with an applied pattern,

functions to synthetically tag the non-carrier images with carrier properties. Step S120

preferably converts the non-carrier images to an image with a synthetic carrier

frequency such that RF-based tracking algorithms can be used. The pattern applied to

the images is preferably generated by applying a complex, finite impulse response (FIR)

filter or infinite impulse response (IIR) filter to the images, but may alternatively be any

suitable filter. In one example, the filter preferably patterns the data image according to

amplitude changes (e.g., edges) of the non-carrier data image. The FIR filter preferably

creates real and imaginary components of the pattern signal. The FIR filter preferably is

defined by center frequency and bandwidth parameters, but may alternatively be

defined by any suitable pattern parameters. The filter preferably determines the pattern

carrier frequency and the pulse width (i.e., resolution). Alternatively, an infinite impulse

response (IIR) filter may be used and/or any suitable filter or pattern that creates a

carrier signal suitable for RF-based tracking algorithms. The pattern can preferably be

applied to different directional coordinates/components (e.g., x, y, and/or z direction) of

the ultrasound image. The directional components of an image can be patterned and/or

processed independently (i.e., separately, in parallel, in series, etc.) and/or jointly (i.e.,

at the same time), as discussed below. As an additional alternative the patterned data

image of a first coordinate is preferably magnitude detected and used as the input data

image of a second coordinate as shown in FIGURE 7.



[0018] Step S130, processing the patterned non-carrier data images to generate

motion images, functions to use the patterned non-carrier images to output tissue

motion measurements in the form of a result image. The motion images are preferably

multi-dimensional data images of motion estimates (i.e., motion images), though the

motion images may alternatively be any suitable data format representing motion

estimates of the tissue or object of interest. The motion images preferably represent the

motion data but may alternatively be further converted into visual representations of

motion. The algorithms used in the calculation are preferably those generally used for

carrier encoded ultrasound images. An algorithm for RF speckle tracking is preferably

used, though any suitable algorithm may alternatively be used. The measured motion

may relate to a measurement of tissue velocity, displacement, acceleration, strain, strain

rate, or any suitable characteristic of probe, tissue motion, or tissue deformation. The

calculation of pattern motion is preferably a carrier data based motion tracking

technique, and more preferably is an RF motion tracking technique. At least two data

sets (e.g., data images) acquired at different times are preferably used to calculate lD,

2D or 3D motion. Speckle tracking is preferably used, but any suitable carrier based

tracking method may be used. The motion measurements may additionally be improved

and refined using models of tissue motion. As will be described below, some variations

will include separately calculating motion for a particular coordinate such as the x-

coordinate and y-coordinate. Another variation, as shown in FIGURES 8A-8C,

preferably includes processing the patterned non-carrier data images in a plurality of

stages by calculating a motion image (i.e., processing the patterned data images) with a



first set of tracking parameters and calculating a motion image with a second set of

tracking parameters. This variation of multi-stage motion tracking preferably functions

to enable refinement of motion images. The at least two stages of processing preferably

use differing sets of motion tracking parameters (e.g., speckle tracking parameters).

Tracking parameters preferably includes properties such as kernel size, search range

(i.e., distance), correlation filter, displacement filter, or any suitable tracking parameter.

Each stage is preferably tuned for desired performance. Additionally, a second stage

may utilize the motion calculated in the first stage of processing to further refine the

processing. In one example, the first stage may be designed for low resolution and high

robustness (i.e., large filters and windows), while the second stage may be tuned for

higher resolution and accuracy. A plurality of tracking stages may additionally be used

in combination with tracking motion in a plurality of coordinates. In another example,

shown in FIGURES 8B, the second stage of motion tracking may use patterned data

images in differing coordinates. This method can additionally be applied to a third

dimensional coordinate as shown in FIGURE 8C.

[0019] As mentioned above, speckle tracking is a carrier based motion tracking

method implemented by tracking the position of a kernel (section) of ultrasound

speckles that are a result of ultrasound interference and reflections from scanned

objects. The synthetically applied pattern of speckles/artifacts is fairly similar over small

motions, which allows for tracking the motion of the speckle kernel within a search

window (or region) over time. The search window is preferably a window within which

the kernel is expected to be found, assuming normal tissue motion. Preferably, the



search window is additionally dependent on the frame rate of the ultrasound data. A

smaller search window can be used with a faster frame rate, assuming the same tissue

velocity. The size of the kernel affects the resolution of the motion measurements. For

example, a smaller kernel will result in higher resolution. Motion from speckle tracking

can be calculated with various algorithms such as sum of absolute difference (SAD) or

normalized cross correlation.

[0020] As shown in FIGURES l and 2, one variation of the method preferably

applies the pattern jointly to x and y directional coordinates/components of the

collected data image. The patterned 2D image is preferably processed during Step S130.

[0021] Another variation preferably applies the pattern to at least one direction

coordinate (e.g., to a x directional component and y directional component). Preferably,

for each directional coordinate the non-carrier data image is patterned, and then the

pattern motion is calculated for each corresponding coordinate. The calculated pattern

motion for the directional coordinate are preferably combined to form the 2D tissue

motion measurements. For example, the x directional coordinate and the y directional

coordinate preferably each have a patterned data image and are each processed for

motion in a particular coordinate direction, as shown in FIGURE 3. In a related

variation, the data images for the directional components are preferably patterned and

processed in series. More preferably, the results of pattern motion in a first coordinate

direction are preferably used to modify patterning parameters and/or processing

parameters for processing in a second coordinate direction, as shown in FIGURE 4. The

images for the second direction may additionally be pre-processed (e.g., resampled)



based on motion calculations in the first direction. The tracking parameters such as

tracking location seeding, window size, and search size are preferably adjusted

according to the first direction motion image. Filter parameters may additionally be

modified according to the first direction motion image.

[0022] As shown in FIGURE 5, another variation preferably patterns one

directional component, and leaves the other directional component of an image un-

patterned. Motion is then preferably calculated for the first directional component with

the patterned image and second directional component with the un-patterned image.

The 2D motion can preferably be calculated from the motion image calculations for the

two directional components.

[0023] Additionally, the method 100 preferably includes preprocessing the non-

carrier data images S140 as shown in FIGURE 6, which functions to condition and

transform the data to a suitable data format for patterning. Preprocesing in some cases

is used to compensate for processing or formatting previously applied to the non-carrier

data images. The preprocessing is preferably performed prior to patterning and

processing motion. Preprocessing the non-carrier data S140 preferably includes spatial

resampling of non-carrier data S142 and remapping pixels of non-carrier data S144.

Spatial resampling preferably functions to convert object coordinates. The spatial order

of the pixels of the non-carrier data images is preferably converted to an optimal spatial

order of the carrier based motion tracking technique For example some inputs may be in

scan converted or object coordinates (e.g., x y coordinates), where speckle size and

orientation varies with location thus creating challenges for pattern generation and



tracking. Spatial resampling preferably resamples the images along beam coordinates

(e.g., range and angle), which functions to make speckle characteristics spatially

invariant and more suitable for processing (e.g., speckle tracking). Pixel remapping

preferably functions to alter pixel values for improved processing. As the non-carrier

data is often in a different image space than that of a typical image processed with the

carrier based motion tracking technique, the image space of the non-carrier data image

is preferably altered for better results. The pixels are preferably remapped to an optimal

pixel value space of the carrier based motion tracking technique. For example, B-mode

ultrasound images may be dynamic range compressed and measured echo amplitudes

are preferably mapped for display using a log function to show a large dynamic range of

echoes. Such a mapping of intensities is not ideal for carrier-based motion tracking

techniques. A power function or any other suitable function is preferably applied to the

B-mode ultrasound images to effectively reverse the dynamic range compression.

[0024] Additionally or alternatively, the method 100 may include patterning the

data image with at least two differing patterns as shown in FIGURES 9A and 9B. The

multi-pattern processing of non-carrier data images preferably functions to leverage the

varying benefits of different types of patterns and filters that can be applied to the non-

carrier data images. The differing patterns may include unique pattern parameters for

an applied filter such as center frequency, bandwidth of a complex filter, or any suitable

pattern parameter. The differing patterns preferably generate different synthetic

speckles/patterns on the non-carrier data images which in turn alter the motion

processing capabilities. The intermediary motion images from a plurality of patterning



stages can preferably combined to generate a final motion image, which functions to

utilize the various advantages of different patterns. Motion image calculations from an

initial pattern stage may additionally be used to adjust the calculation of motion from at

least a second pattern stage as shown in FIGURE 9B.

[0025] Additionally, the method 100 for measuring ultrasound image motion with

synthetic speckle patterns can preferably be used with any suitable variation of

ultrasound processing. The method may be used in combination with dynamic

ultrasound processing, dynamic ultrasound acquisition, fast-acquisition with coded

transmit signals, fast-acquisition with frame subset acquisition, frame selection, multi

stage speckle tracking, partial 3D ultrasound, and/or any suitable variation of

ultrasound processing. Dynamic processing preferably includes modifying a processing

parameter based on calculated object motion. Dynamic processing may additionally

include the calculating of data quality metrics. Dynamic acquisition preferably includes

modifying a parameter of data generation based on object motion, and preferably

includes a feedback loop to the data acquisition system. Fast-acquisition with coded

transmit signals includes multiplexing a first transmit beam signal with at least one

transmit beam signal, transmitting the multiplexed transmit beam signals, receiving at

least one receive beam corresponding to the transmit beam signals, and demultiplexing

the received beams to their respective signals during ultrasound data acquisition. Fast-

acquisition with frame subset acquisition preferably includes collecting local subsets of a

full frame at a first rate, calculating object motion for the local subset and combining

object motion information of the local subsets to form a full frame image at a second



rate lower than the first rate. Frame selection preferably includes capturing ultrasound

data at a data acquisition rate, setting an inter-frameset data rate, selecting frames to

form a plurality of framesets, and processing the data from memory at the controlled

data rates. Frame selection may additionally include setting an intra-frameset data rate.

Multi-stage speckle tracking preferably includes calculating a first stage of object motion

by tracking displacement between a first patterned image and a second patterned image

and calculating a second stage of object motion using the calculated object motion of the

first stage. The first stage is preferably calculated on images with a coarse image

resolution and the second stage is preferably calculated on images with a finer image

resolution. Partial 3D ultrasound preferably includes acquiring partial 3D ultrasound

images by scanning a target plane and scanning at least one offset plane.

[0026] As shown in FIGURE 10, the method preferably facilitates a

transformation of data representing physiological tissue to a data representation of

motion or in some preferred variations a motion image. The transformation preferably

begins with the collection of data lacking carrier information (i.e., non-carrier data

images) such as a B-mode ultrasound data. The data image preferably represents a

tissue or organs such as a human heart or other biological tissue. The transformation

includes an initial transformation of the data representation by applying a synthetic

pattern onto the non-carrier data images. The patterned non-carrier data images are

then processed using a carrier based motion tracking technique such as speckle

tracking. Speckle tracking, though not directly compatible with the non-carrier data

images, is a highly accurate and robust technique for tracking motion which can be



applied to the non-carrier data images after the initial transformation. The results of the

carrier-based motion tracking are preferably motion images representing the motion of

tissue or detected object.

[0027] As shown in FIGURE 11, the method is preferably implemented by a

particular machine that includes an ultrasound data acquisition device and an

ultrasound processing unit. The ultrasound data acquisition device is preferably a

medical tool used to acquire B-mode (or non-carrier) ultrasound data. The ultrasound

data acquisition device preferably includes at least one ultrasound transducer that

transmits and detects at least one ultrasound beam, and preferably includes at least one

beamformer that controls ultrasound beam characteristics. The ultrasound processing

unit is preferably a unit directly in communication with the ultrasound data acquisition

device, by a physical cable connection, a wireless communication connection, or any

other suitable connection. The ultrasound processing unit may alternatively be in

indirect communication such as in the case where the ultrasound data is stored or

buffered. The ultrasound processing unit preferably transforms the non-carrier

ultrasound data to a motion image calculated with a carrier-based motion tracking

technique. The ultrasound processing unit preferably provides the motion image to a

display, printer, or any other suitable output.

[0028] The method may be implemented, either in part or in whole, through

computer-readable instructions stored on a computer-readable medium, such as RAMs,

ROMs, flash memory, EEPROMs, optical devices (CD or DVD), hard drives, floppy

drives, or any suitable device. The instructions may be executed by computer-executable



components for acquiring and processing ultrasound images with synthetic speckle

patterns. The computer-executable component is preferably a processor but the

instructions may alternatively or additionally be executed by any suitable dedicated

hardware device.

[0029] As a person skilled in the art will recognize from the previous detailed

description and from the figures and claims, modifications and changes can be made to

the preferred embodiments of the invention without departing from the scope of this

invention defined in the following claims.



CLAIMS

We Claim:

1. A method for measuring motion from a series of biomedical images comprising:

• collecting non-carrier data images representing tissue structure and position;

• patterning the non-carrier data images with synthetic carrier properties; and

• processing the patterned non-carrier data images with a carrier based motion

tracking technique to generate a result image representing tissue motion

2 . The method of Claim l , wherein the non-carrier data images are B-mode

ultrasound images collected from an ultrasound device.

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein patterning the non-carrier data images includes

filtering the non-carrier data images with a complex filter.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein processing the patterned data to generate an

result image representing tissue motion includes performing speckle tracking.

5. The method of Claim 4, wherein performing speckle tracking includes:

performing a first stage of speckle tracking according to a first set of parameters

to generate a first stage result image; and performing at least a second stage of

speckle tracking according to a second set of parameters to generate a second

stage result image; wherein performing at least a second stage of speckle tracking

utilizes the first stage result image.

6. The method of Claim 5, wherein performing the second stage of speckle tracking

includes processing the second stage in a first coordinate and processing the

second stage in at least a second coordinate.



7. The method of Claim 1, further comprising spatially resampling pixels of non-

carrier data images to an optimal spatial order for the carrier based motion

tracking technique.

8. The method of Claim 7, further comprising remapping pixels of non-carrier data

images to optimal pixel value space of the carrier based motion tracking

technique.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein patterning the non-carrier data images includes

patterning the non-carrier data image in a first image coordinate; and wherein

processing the patterned data includes processing patterned data in the first

image coordinate to generate a result image in the first image coordinate.

10. The method of Claim 9, wherein patterning the non-carrier data images includes

patterning the non-carrier data image in at least a second image coordinate, and

wherein processing the patterned data includes processing the patterned data in

the at least second image coordinate to generate a result image in at least the

second image coordinate.

11. The method of Claim 10, wherein patterning at least a second image coordinate

utilizes the result image in the first image coordinate to determine patterning

parameters.

12. The method of Claim 1, wherein patterning the non-carrier data images includes

patterning the non-carrier images according to a set of pattern parameters.

13. The method of Claim 12, wherein the steps of patterning the non-carrier data

images and processing the patterned non-carrier data images to generate the



result image are performed in each of at least a first stage and a second stage;

wherein the pattern parameters of the first and second stage are unique; and the

method further comprising combining the generated result images of the first

and second stage to generate a final result image representing tissue motion.

14. The method of Claim 13, wherein processing the patterned non-carrier data

images of the second stage utilizes the generated result image of the first stage to

generate the final result image.

15. A method for measuring motion from ultrasound imaging data comprising:

• collecting non-carrier B-mode ultrasound data images representing tissue

from an ultrasound device;

• filtering the B-mode ultrasound data images with a complex filter; and

• speckle tracking the filtered, B-mode ultrasound data images to generate

motion estimates.

16. The method of Claim 15, further comprising preprocessing the non-carrier, B-

mode ultrasound data images; wherein preprocessing includes spatially

resampling the B-mode ultrasound data images with a conversion from Cartesian

coordinates to beam coordinates and remapping pixels of the B-mode ultrasound

data image with a reverse dynamic range compression process.

17. The method of Claim 15, wherein the steps of filtering the B-mode ultrasound

data images and speckle tracking the filtered B-mode ultrasound data images to

generate motion estimates are performed for each of at least a first coordinate

and a second coordinate.



18. The method of Claim 17, wherein speckle tracking the filtered B-mode ultrasound

data images of the second coordinate utilizes the motion estimates of the first

coordinate.

19. The method of Claim 15, wherein speckle tracking the filtered B-mode ultrasound

data includes: performing a first stage of speckle tracking according to a first set

of parameters to generate first stage motion estimates and performing at least a

second stage of speckle tracking according to a second set of parameters and the

first stage motion estimates to generate second stage motion estimates.

20. The method of Claim 15, wherein the steps of filtering the B-mode images with a

complex filter and speckle tracking the filtered B-mode ultrasound data images to

generate motion estimates are performed in each of at least a first stage and a

second stage, wherein the complex filter of the first and second stages are unique,

further comprising combining the generated motion estimates of the first and

second stages.
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